
 Eeek!! A Mouse! 

 Remember that line from the old Tom and Jerry cartoons? 

All we saw were the maid’s feet, perched on a stool, and Jerry 

the mouse looking as frightened as her un-seen face must have 

appeared. 

 It was Tom the cat’s job to chase Jerry down and save the 

frightened lady from the evils of rodentry. Of course he never 

did succeed, it was a cartoon after all, and the dramatic tension 

had to come from somewhere. 

 A few months back I was listening to a brother in Christ lec-

ture me on how God cannot be in the presence of sin. He was 

quite elaborate in his description, and as he waxed eloquent on 

how a holy, righteous God cannot tolerate even the slightest speck of sinfulness I suddenly saw an image of God 

as the maid in the Tom and Jerry cartoons. 

 He sees sin and jumps up on a stool screaming “Eeek!! Sin! Get it away, get it away!” 

 So, if God can’t stand to be around my rodent nature, then what hope do I have? What hope do you have? We 

can’t fix our own sin problem. (If you think you can, you need to ask your family to give you a reality check on 

how well you’re doing on that project). And if God cannot be in the presence of sin, then he cannot fix our prob-

lem either. We’re up the creek without a paddle. 

 A lot of Christians solve this dilemma by simply creating a massive split in the Trinity. The Father abandons the 

Son on the cross, leaving him - like Tom the cat - to handle the sin problem while he remains aloof and removed 

from the dirtiness of the situation. Where do I begin in describing all that’s wrong with that picture?!  If the Father 

deserts the Son, then the perfect communion of the Triune nature has been broken and God ceases to exist.  And 

if the Son can be around sin but the Father can’t, then the Son is less than God! And nothing less than God can 

save us. 

 Some Christians say that the Son never entered into our sinful condition to begin with. They say Mary was con-

ceived without original sin (the immaculate conception) and that the flesh she gave to the Son when he became 

incarnate as Jesus was sinless, perfect flesh. 
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 We must respond to this idea in the strongest possible terms: Any theology which 

has a holy, law-keeping God standing aloof from the sinful human condition is he-

retical. Because the gospel of Jesus Christ is the good news that our Father loves us 

so much that he sent his Son right into the midst of our fallen, blind, sinful flesh to 

make us whole (holy) and make our relationship with him right again (righteous).  

 It’s all there in the scriptures, like 2 Corinthians 5:21 - “he made him to be sin 

that we might be righteous.”  

 It’s the great exchange. The Son carries away humanity’s sin and leaves it buried 

in hell. In exchange he gives us the right and wonderful relationship that he and the 

Father share in the Spirit. What a bargain! We are given everything and pay nothing 

in return. 

 If Jesus isn’t fully, really human (e.g. he is incarnate in “immaculate” flesh) or if 

he isn’t fully, really God (e.g. the Trinity splits apart and the Father abandons him) 

then we are not really saved.  

 The early Church Fathers were fond of phrasing it this way: “The unassumed is 

the unhealed,” or “The unassumed is the unredeemed.” What they meant was that 

the only way our brokenness could be healed is if the fully divine Son assumed (took 

to himself) our sinful human nature and then lived out a sinless life, death, resurrec-

tion, and ascension from within that sinful nature. By doing that he put to death our 

sinful nature and raised us up to new life at the right hand of his Father. 

 The gospel is fun, but it’s no game - and it’s certainly no cartoon (although I see 

the gospel peeking out from behind cartoons as varied as the Simpsons and the Teen-

age Mutant Ninja Turtles). The Father doesn’t look at you and me and say “Eeek!” He 

looks at you and me and says “Cool! I think we’ll keep ‘em” 

~ Jonathan Stepp 
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 In my spiritual conversations with non-Christians, I find there are certain ques-

tions that arise almost every time.  Among those who have interacted with Christian-

ity in some way, I see three issues in particular that have left a bad taste in their 

mouths.   

 And I often find that things taste bad because they’ve been made with rotten in-

gredients. As we rediscover together the ancient (and deliciously aged) ingredients of 

the gospel of adoption, I find they make for a much better-tasting answer to these 

perennial questions. 

 What about homosexuality?What about homosexuality?What about homosexuality?What about homosexuality?    

 I’ll tell you what I think about homosexuality, but first I want to tell you about 

what matters a million times more: What I know about homosexual people.  My 

friend Frank is gay, and he’s been so beat up in religious circles, he’s pretty much 

dropped the ‘God’ thing.  But here’s what I know about Frank: He is the Father’s 

beloved son.  The Father’s soul delights in him.  God absolutely adores Frank, al-

ways has, always will.  And in Jesus, God has taken hold of Frank and will never let 

him go; Frank lives everyday (and forever) within the embrace of the God who is 

absolutely crazy about him.   

 Also, Frank values honesty and integrity so much that he has refused to be dis-

honest about his homosexuality.  Coming out of the closet is a tremendously coura-

geous thing to do.  And courage and integrity both come from God.  To me, they 

are proof that God is already sharing his life with Frank.  Frank pursues his homo-

sexual relationships because he is passionately interested in becoming an authentic, 

whole human being in relation to other human beings. And that just happens to be 

God’s great desire for Frank as well. This is wonderful news. 

 So that’s what I know about my homosexual friend Frank and every other gay 

person on the planet.  And now for what I think, which matters much, much less 

than what I know.  As I try to let my Father teach me the art of living well, I hear 

him saying that the ideal way for human sexuality to work is within a lifelong com-

mitted relationship between one man and one woman. Of course, things aren’t al-

ways ideal in life.  For a variety of reasons, our sexuality can get distorted in various 

ways, some more destructive than others. Rape, pedophilia, prostitution, adultery, 

divorce, promiscuity, pornography, etc.   

 These are behaviors that, to varying degrees, do damage to the human soul, re-

gardless of the sexual orientation of the ones doing them.  And our Father takes 

these behaviors very seriously because he is fiercely opposed to everything that dam-

ages his children.   

 So, does homosexual sex damage God’s children?  While I personally cannot see 
(Continued on page 4) 
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damage being done, I do believe God places it on that continuum of distorted sexu-

ality.  And I’m willing to believe Him, even if I don’t totally understand.  Homosexu-

ality is a way of receiving God’s gift of sex, but receiving it less than fully.  With that 

said, homosexuality seems to damage human life far less than more ‘acceptable’ dis-

tortions like divorce, adultery, and pornography.  Which damages society more—the 

heterosexual adulterer or the faithful homosexual couple?   

 The truth is that we all experience distortions in our sexuality, just as in all areas 

of life. But these distortions do not change God’s orientation towards us.  And it 

makes no sense for us to treat one another any differently based on a distortedness 

which we all share.  Jesus’ message to me (and all the other sexually broken people in 

the world) is that our Father adores us and has sent his Spirit to guide each of us 

into authentic and fulfilling lives (including our sex lives), and that we really can trust 

him to do that job with each of us. 

 What about Hell?What about Hell?What about Hell?What about Hell?    

 Hell is actually a much less sinister and complicated thing than people think.  It is 

not about how God is really mad about people breaking his rules, so he has to hurt 

them.  That’s not it at all.  Hell just means that God gives us space to do what we 

want to do, even if it makes us miserable.   

 Jesus has forever made us part of his life with his Dad in the Spirit. 

 It’s really good news, but he’s not going to force anybody to like it. 

 We can continue thinking all kinds of crazy stuff about God—that he doesn’t 

exist, that he’s a bully, that he only likes people who obey the rules, whatever.  And 

to live with that kind of belief about God is sheer hell (Believe me, I’ve experienced 

it firsthand).  If we don’t believe we’re loved, we can’t love ourselves or others.  We 

can’t trust others enough to have real relationships.  If we don’t believe the truth, all 

we can do is twist in the anxiety and pain of our own darkness.  It’s hell.   

 Heaven and hell are not about who qualifies for residence in the pleasant place 

versus the unpleasant place.  It’s about spending today and all eternity in the pres-

ence of Jesus, his Dad, and their Spirit—who just happen to be the 3 most pleasant 

people you could ever hope to meet.  You are the Father’s beloved child in whom he 

is well pleased.  Hell is the decision to be displeased with that situation, and to go 

through life (both before and after death) as a displeased and unpleasant person. 

 So where you go after you die is already a settled issue.  You’re in the Father’s 

loving arms right now, and you always will be.  Your death doesn’t change God’s 
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presence with you.  And for that matter, death doesn’t change US either.  It doesn’t 

change how we perceive life; it doesn’t change how we behave and relate to others.  It 

doesn’t change our beliefs and actions that make our lives joyful or miserable.  That 

part really is up to you and me, now and forever.  Our decisions matter immensely, 

but they don’t change God or his presence with us, or his actions towards us.  

 What about other religions?What about other religions?What about other religions?What about other religions? 

 The kneeling Muslim and the cross-legged Buddhist, the chanting Wiccan and the 

syllogizing Atheist, the tongue-speaking Pentecostal and the hymnal-holding Episco-

palian—we are all “in” the Divine embrace.  To not be there is to not exist.  None of 

our beliefs or actions are strong enough to wrench us free from Reality, the Real One 

who is closer to us than we are to ourselves.   

 So do all paths lead to the same place?  Well, yes and no, depending on what you 

mean.  All paths begin and end in the presence of the omnipresent Trinity.  King 

David understood this: “If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there; if I make my bed 

in hell, behold, thou art there” (Ps 139.8).  Whatever Hell is, it is something we ex-

perience “in the presence of the Lamb” (Rev 14.10).  So even if a religious path leads 

me to Hell, it is incapable of leading me away from the infinitely-present God. 

 It is eternally true that I can follow whatever religion I want.  I am graciously given 

space to believe whatever I want to believe about God and about myself.  But my be-

liefs (and the actions that flow from them) may result in love, joy and peace; or they 

can result in hate, bitterness and fear.  Our beliefs matter.  The more I believe in 

karma, the less I can believe in love I have not earned.  The more I believe in the 

small-minded Zeus-god of popular Christianity, the less I can believe in the Trinity’s 

all-encompassing embrace.  The more I believe in the illusory nature of everything, 

the less I can believe in the Real One who is right before my eyes. 

 So yes, our beliefs matter.  But they change US, not God.  Yes, our choices matter.  

But our Father’s choice matters even more.  He has chosen (or ‘predestined’ to use 

Paul’s term) you and me for adoption. 

 The heart of the issue is not whether I pick the right path that will take me to 

God, but rather that God has picked me and has entered every path in order to meet 

me there.  Whatever path I might walk (Hinduism, Satanism, Protestantism, Atheism, 

Confucianism), Jesus will walk every step of it with me, and his Spirit will forever 

whisper into my ear the truth about the One who is walking with me.  Our hope is 

that, eventually, everyone (myself included) might be willing to open our eyes, to taste 

and see Reality, and that the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the Lord as the 

waters cover the sea. 

~ John Stonecypher 
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 I have a confession to make. I'm a hopeful universalist at heart. I want everyone 

to "be there." I think I'm in good company, because God hopes for that too (1 Tim. 

2:4). Furthermore, Ephesians tells us that he created a plan to accomplish that very 

thing...that everyone would "be there."  

 So, before you pull out that mallet and begin whacking at all the universalism 

moles raising their heads...I hope you first begin by seeing a yellow caution light in 

your mind. Move slowly with that mallet, young man. 

 Let’s begin by answering three questions: 

1. Who is God?  God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit who exist in inseparable 

communion without loss of distinction. 

2. Who are we?  We are man, woman, and child who exist in God in inseparable 

communion without loss of distinction, in Jesus. 

3. What is universalism?  In the Light of Who Jesus is, Universalism is the idea 

that everyone will eventually say “yes” to God’s inclusion, and live in their union 

with God the Trinity as God desires.   

 However, based on our first two answers above, we have to conclude that isn’t 

necessarily true. Being distinct to say “yes” also leaves open the possibility of being 

distinct to say “no”.  

 Another way of expressing the idea of Universalism is to say that all of humanity 

will be or already is saved.  This is where we need to pause and consider our answers 

once again, albeit with more thought.  Specifically, the “without loss of distinction” 

part, in view of the fact that our union with God is in the Eternal Son of God Who 

created and sustains all things. 

 In God’s love for all mankind he created us to be unique with the capacity to ei-

ther love him back or deny his love.  He didn’t create automatons preprogrammed 

to automatically reciprocate his love. He created us in His image. He created sons 

and daughters with a capacity to see and accept His love. In our distinction we can 

also see and reject His love.   

 Because our union with God is in Jesus Christ, our Sustainer, our response does-

n’t change our existence of eternal inseparable communion with the Triune God.  It 

does, however, change our experience of that existence and communion. 

 The Apostle Paul said in Galatians that we can experience a life of love, joy, 

peace…in essence, the pleasures of Jesus’ relationship with his Father in heaven.  He 

also said we can experience a life of sexual immorality, impurity, and debauchery…in 

essence the pain and hell that ultimately results from opposing our union with Jesus.  

(Continued on page 7) 
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 So, behind the idea of universalism is the truth that everything is in inseparable 

communion with God through Jesus Christ (it cannot otherwise be), but it is not a 

union that is without distinction. It’s not a matter of whether humanity will exist for-

ever with God or not. God already made that choice for us in Jesus.  He has chosen 

to love and include all of us forever. The deal with universalism is whether all of hu-

manity will eventually come to accept (to believe and “be life”) His love, and experi-

ence his pleasure forever. Fortunately, we have an eternity to figure that one out. 

 So put down that mallet young man, and the unnecessary division it creates, and 

let’s get on with sharing His inclusive love forever. I’ll see you “there.” 

~ Craig Kuhlman 
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Book Recommendations 
 In almost every issue of The Adopted Life we include a short quote from one of the 

Church fathers, discussing the gospel and explaining the good news of our adoption 

into the life of the Trinity.  

 Many of the people and books we quote from may be unfamiliar to you. It’s sim-

ply human nature that we are always better read in the writings of our time and cul-

ture than we are in the writings of other times and cultures. 

 In the case of the gospel, though, this can be a limiting factor in our understand-

ing of who we are in Christ. The early Christians are the ones the Holy Spirit worked 

with to assemble the Bible and lay the foundations of our understanding of who Je-

sus is. When we neglect their books we are missing a rich and important part of 

Christianity. Here, then, are a few book recommendations just to get you started: 

 On the Incarnation by Athanasius of Alexandria 

 On the Soul and the Resurrection by Gregory of Nyssa 

 Against All Heresies by Irenaeus of Lyons 

 On the Resurrection (Fragments) by Justin Martyr 

 What’s even better is that all of these, together with hundreds of other volumes 

by the Church fathers, are available online for free. 

 They can be found online at the Christian Classics Ethereal Library: 

 www.ccel.org  
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 My last article on this subject dealt with a real life situation and relationship I had 

the opportunity to participate in with Jesus. Rather than elaborating on Godly princi-

ples, I wanted to see if you could discover what Gospel Rule of Faith I used to write 

the comments I did as you read my actual words to the person I counseled. How do 

you think you did in capturing the principles I used? 

 Well, without further mystery and guesswork, here are my guiding principles, and 

my counseling interaction again in a slightly different way: 

 1. Jesus the Christ!1. Jesus the Christ!1. Jesus the Christ!1. Jesus the Christ! 

 More specifically, the truth that in Jesus Christ, the Son of God made flesh, the 

Triune God has Included All of Humanity and Creation in His Relationship, For-

ever!!! In and apart from my friend believing anything, he is in Jesus by Triune God’s 

Grace!! 

 That’s it! That’s the ONLY thing going on since Jesus ascended with us into the 

Relationship He has with His Father in the Spirit as a human being! (1 Tim. 2:5). 

 I began my counseling by acknowledging the truth of Jesus sharing his friendship 

and fellowship with all of us: Hello My Friend!! 

 2. Because my friend IS included in Christ, no matter what, I knew that the only 2. Because my friend IS included in Christ, no matter what, I knew that the only 2. Because my friend IS included in Christ, no matter what, I knew that the only 2. Because my friend IS included in Christ, no matter what, I knew that the only 

thing he was truly looking for, ultimately, was the LIFE he already had in Jesus! thing he was truly looking for, ultimately, was the LIFE he already had in Jesus! thing he was truly looking for, ultimately, was the LIFE he already had in Jesus! thing he was truly looking for, ultimately, was the LIFE he already had in Jesus!  

 His inclusion in Christ explains his suffering (which he wanted out of!) That is 

the reason why I couched his entire plea for help in the Gospel, and wrote in my 

introductory comments: 

 I appreciate your openness and realness with me and continue to admire your humility and vision 

for a more happy and liberated life!  

 In other words, I knew that Jesus was sharing His happy and liberated life with 

my friend, and that is why he was longing for happiness. Jesus was also sharing his 

humility and vulnerability as a human with him, and that is why he was crying out 

for help in the first place! 

 3. As a believing counselor, I know that Jesus shares with me that I am in union 3. As a believing counselor, I know that Jesus shares with me that I am in union 3. As a believing counselor, I know that Jesus shares with me that I am in union 3. As a believing counselor, I know that Jesus shares with me that I am in union 

with Him, too! This causes me to believe it in such a way that, in His grace, I can with Him, too! This causes me to believe it in such a way that, in His grace, I can with Him, too! This causes me to believe it in such a way that, in His grace, I can with Him, too! This causes me to believe it in such a way that, in His grace, I can 

share the Gospel of our Inclusion in a more straightforward way with others. Re-share the Gospel of our Inclusion in a more straightforward way with others. Re-share the Gospel of our Inclusion in a more straightforward way with others. Re-share the Gospel of our Inclusion in a more straightforward way with others. Re-

gardless of what my friend thought he believed on the surface, I KNEW the Gospel gardless of what my friend thought he believed on the surface, I KNEW the Gospel gardless of what my friend thought he believed on the surface, I KNEW the Gospel gardless of what my friend thought he believed on the surface, I KNEW the Gospel 

was having some Christ effect in his soul!! was having some Christ effect in his soul!! was having some Christ effect in his soul!! was having some Christ effect in his soul!!     

 The Gospel helps us know that deeply, where we cannot even think or articulate 

clearly, the Holy Spirit is communicating to and for us! I can be assured that when I 

speak Gospel to a person, NO MATTER WHAT, it IS “ringing the bell” they are 
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Counseling, Part 2 . . . (cont.) 

wired up in Jesus to hear! In counseling my friend, I simply communicated the truth 

of the Trinity and God’s Unity without loss of Distinction, to help him understand 

how he is made in God’s image!  

 My friend wrote that one of his obstacles was religion and that he didn’t want to 

be like his religious friend Sylvester. I followed up with: 

 First, the reason you do not want to be like Sylvester is because Jesus has made you distinct. He 

has created you to be your own distinct person in union with him and creation. He has also created 

you to be FREE from any type of religion!! Jesus is NOT religious in any way, and he does not 

want you to be religious either. Religion binds you, it does not free you! Following Sylvester’s way is 

just another form of religion, rules and rituals designed to make you appear better than or superior 

to others. In the Father's eye's, we are all equal and should share in His love for everyone and every-

thing in creation.  

 4. I also know that NO HUMAN BEING EXCEPT JESUS REALLY KNOWS 4. I also know that NO HUMAN BEING EXCEPT JESUS REALLY KNOWS 4. I also know that NO HUMAN BEING EXCEPT JESUS REALLY KNOWS 4. I also know that NO HUMAN BEING EXCEPT JESUS REALLY KNOWS 

the Truth, and I know that he is letting us all participate in his knowing and experi-the Truth, and I know that he is letting us all participate in his knowing and experi-the Truth, and I know that he is letting us all participate in his knowing and experi-the Truth, and I know that he is letting us all participate in his knowing and experi-

ence of the Truth as Truth. ence of the Truth as Truth. ence of the Truth as Truth. ence of the Truth as Truth.     

 My friend wrote that he thought that being in Worldwide Church of God (WCG) 

had actually been good for him, even though, in various relationships, he had been 

hurt way too many times (even being struck with an object on the face, drawing 

blood!), and had become so depressed he had started treating his body badly. 

 Jesus helped me to acknowledge and have the confidence to speak (in His speak-

ing) that:  

 WCG was good for you because Jesus was using WCG to help you see the truth of your inclu-

sion; to embrace it, and be free in it. Now that you have gotten a taste of it, you only want more of 

it. Going to WCG was like sitting at Jesus' buffet table and eating some of every good thing. Tak-

ing in religion is like eating sand with no water around! 

 Yucky!! Relating with others as you REALLY are in Jesus is what frees you! Please keep up 

with me so that I can help you remain free in God's grace! 

 Because you come from Jesus, and Jesus is always with you, you are not meant to be abused or 

beat up in relationships! You aren’t meant to hurt your own self or to be hurt by others! Deep in 

your heart Jesus is sharing this truth with you so that you can experience yourself and others in his 

pleasure, avoiding the pain of abuse. In one sense, your decision is an easy one to make! For now, 

you should stay away from Sheila and pray for her! After counseling with other people you trust, 

and who REALLY look out and care for your well being, you might even consider reporting Sheila 

to the police!  

(Continued from page 8) 
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 The Father does not abuse his children and he does not want us to abuse each other! The Father 

also does not want us to live in the kind of stress you are experiencing with Sheila, and right now, 

that is all that Sheila is causing you, STRESS!! True Love is never FORCED upon or overly 

domineering on anyone, and Sheila is using a lot of force and domination! That kind of behavior is 

provoked by the evil creatures and you need to avoid it like the plague! Three forms of abuse is three 

times too much abuse!!! We are the Father’s children and none of us are made to engage in hurting 

ourselves, hurting others, or being hurt by others without serious, negative consequences! Continue to 

embrace your whole and healed self in Jesus! 

 The thing that makes this “easy” decision difficult for you is the closeness you have experienced 

with Sheila! We were all made for relationship with others and, ultimately, you and Sheila were 

driven to each other because of your share in the relationship and passion of the Father, Son and 

Spirit. However, we were meant to share in relationship just like God does, with harmony and self-

giving, NOT disharmony and selfishness! You can escape the temptation of getting back with Sheila 

because Jesus has suffered all of our temptations and overcome them for us. He shares with you 

RIGHT NOW His wisdom, boldness and strength to escape this situation with Sheila. Please call 

on some close friends to pray with you and support you in your desire to avoid her for now!! I will 

pray for you, and you should pray to Jesus for yourself, because he is with you and has never left you 

for one second in this situation, and he never will!! 

 5. Also, to encourage my friend in the Inclusion that is both in the past, present 5. Also, to encourage my friend in the Inclusion that is both in the past, present 5. Also, to encourage my friend in the Inclusion that is both in the past, present 5. Also, to encourage my friend in the Inclusion that is both in the past, present 

and future, I made comments accordingly! I acknowledged that he had been sharing and future, I made comments accordingly! I acknowledged that he had been sharing and future, I made comments accordingly! I acknowledged that he had been sharing and future, I made comments accordingly! I acknowledged that he had been sharing 

in, is now sharing in, and will share in who he is in Jesus!  My friend will always be in in, is now sharing in, and will share in who he is in Jesus!  My friend will always be in in, is now sharing in, and will share in who he is in Jesus!  My friend will always be in in, is now sharing in, and will share in who he is in Jesus!  My friend will always be in 

the relationship Jesus has established with him.the relationship Jesus has established with him.the relationship Jesus has established with him.the relationship Jesus has established with him.    

 My friend wrote that he was thinking about going to stay with an uncle in another 

state to attend college and open up a branch of the family business there. He also 

said that, when he told Sheila what he had done, Sheila got defensive and said that 

he should have talked to her first. He told me that he really didn't know what to do, 

and asked if I thought he needed to re-evaluate his life and give it back to God.  

 Because of the truth of point 5, I was able to speak about the Light that shines 

even in their dark situation and press the truth of his inclusion in a more overt man-

ner by saying:  

 I believe you are making a good decision to start afresh and continue your schooling! I’ve wit-

nessed wonderful attributes in you that can only come from the Holy Spirit Who has embraced you! 

Schooling can often supply the positive, focused and disciplined structure we need in a field of study 

to reach out in more effective service toward others. 

 Moving to a new state may also keep you from some of the negative forces of your current culture 

(Continued from page 9) 
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Counseling, Part 2 . . . (cont.) 

that the fallen creatures are using to try and discourage you. 

 I, personally, do not believe that you need to re-evaluate your life, because you are already en-

gaged in re-evaluating it!! :-) That is why you wrote me! Also, there is no need for you to give your 

life back to God because God the Father, Son and Spirit have always had your life in his very ca-

pable hands! You cannot go anywhere and flee your union with God in Jesus! You are already so 

included in His life that he is, even now, helping you to re-evaluate things in the light of Who you 

REALLY are in Jesus! I believe he inspired you to write me for further affirmation and encourage-

ment in your permanent relationship with Him in Jesus! 

 6. I reinforced his distinction in Jesus by calling on him to repent and believe the 6. I reinforced his distinction in Jesus by calling on him to repent and believe the 6. I reinforced his distinction in Jesus by calling on him to repent and believe the 6. I reinforced his distinction in Jesus by calling on him to repent and believe the 

Good News of his life in God! I did this by pronouncing the FACT and TRUTH of Good News of his life in God! I did this by pronouncing the FACT and TRUTH of Good News of his life in God! I did this by pronouncing the FACT and TRUTH of Good News of his life in God! I did this by pronouncing the FACT and TRUTH of 

his Inclusion and participation! his Inclusion and participation! his Inclusion and participation! his Inclusion and participation!  

 We share in Jesus’ authority to tell others who they are without always having to 

ask if they are going to believe it or not.  So I called on my friend to repent by pro-

claiming and describing what his inclusion already looks like in his life. There was no 

need for unduly threatening or questioning him about salvation!!  He was already 

crying out for help, right? So there was no need for a “Gospel brick” to be thrown at 

him (as must sometimes be tossed at a more Pharisaical personality like mine!) 

 In the Parrhesia (Greek for “boldness”) and freedom of Jesus, I participated in 

the actual Passion of the Father with these additional statements: 

 Finally, right now, you are not bound in marriage or engagement to anyone except God in Jesus 

Christ!! :-) This means that you do not owe Sheila any explanation as to why you are going to pro-

ceed in your current direction. You should concentrate on being bound to God in Jesus Christ and 

ask him to help you see how secure you are in Him! 

 This Godly assurance will give you the courage to face everything else in life with more stability 

and wisdom, and you can make your decisions about relationships and other things in life with more 

of Jesus' actual peace and joy!  

 7. Finally, I acknowledged OUR ongoing blindness in the current corrupt flesh 7. Finally, I acknowledged OUR ongoing blindness in the current corrupt flesh 7. Finally, I acknowledged OUR ongoing blindness in the current corrupt flesh 7. Finally, I acknowledged OUR ongoing blindness in the current corrupt flesh 

we both have IN OUR UNCHANGING UNION WITH GOD, in JESUS’ VIC-we both have IN OUR UNCHANGING UNION WITH GOD, in JESUS’ VIC-we both have IN OUR UNCHANGING UNION WITH GOD, in JESUS’ VIC-we both have IN OUR UNCHANGING UNION WITH GOD, in JESUS’ VIC-

TORY.TORY.TORY.TORY. 

 And, writing in Jesus’ shared humility, I wrote:  

 I hope this letter has helped you. If I have been unclear in anyway, ask the Holy Spirit to clarify 

His Truth and make it plainer to you! Triune God loves you more than he loves himself, and He 

likes you very, very much! Continued Peace, Love and Blessings to You in Jesus, Who has already 

helped you to overcome all of this in a victorious way in his own human life! 

~ Tim Brassell 

(Continued from page 10) 
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The Adopted Life 

 We’re sometimes asked “Are you sure the adoption of humanity is the gospel? 

I’ve never heard it before.” In this light we find it helpful to go back to the ancient 

Christians who saw the gospel in light of humanity’s adoption into the Triune Life.  

 In the Fourth Century Gregory of Nyssa wrote about the way in which we are all 

included in Jesus’ resurrection, just as we were all included in Adam’s fall. Here’s 

what Gregory wrote:  

As the principle of death took its rise in one person and passed on in suc-

cession through the whole of human kind, in like manner the principle of 

the Resurrection-life extends from one person to the whole of humanity. . . 

For when, in that concrete humanity which He had taken to Himself, the 

soul after the dissolution returned to the body, then this uniting of the sev-

eral portions passes, as by a new principle, in equal force upon the whole 

human race. This, then, is the mystery of God’s plan with regard to His 

death and His resurrection from the dead; namely, instead of preventing 

the dissolution of His body by death and the necessary results of nature, to 

bring both back to each other in the resurrection; so that He might become 

in Himself the meeting-ground both of life and death . . . The Great Cate-

chism, Chap. 16 

Gregory of  Nyssa on Humanity’s Resurrection 
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